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Abstract

This communication compares the accuracy of a micro open parallel plate system (�OPPS) with a conventional packed column for predicting
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sotherm data by using the H-root method (HRM). HRM is restricted to compounds obeying the Langmuir isotherm model. The pe
f the two chromatographic systems was simulated by using comprehensive mathematical models. Operating conditions were

heir effects on the accuracy of predictions was evaluated. Better accuracy in the isotherm predictions was obtained with the pac
ue to its higher efficiency. However, good predictions can be obtained with the�OPPS with the advantage of significantly lower sam
onsumption.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

H-root method (HRM) is a dynamic chromatographic
ethod for the prediction of isotherm data. HRM is based on

he H-transformation theory (HTT) and is restricted to com-
ounds obeying the Langmuir isotherm model[1]. A very
imilar approach called the�-transformation was developed
y Rhee et al.[2], both approaches are mathematically
quivalent[3]. HRM, originally developed by Chen et al.[4],
equired detailed chromatograms. Jen and Pinto[5] proposed

modified version of HRM, which required less data. De-
pite the potential of HRM for predicting isotherm data, its
pplication is not widespread. To the best of our knowledge,
nly a few papers have been published on this topic[4–8].
similar methodology has been proposed by Felinger et
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al. [9]. The main advantages of HRM are that pure ana
are not required, and a single frontal analysis is enoug
determine competitive isotherm coefficients[8]. A limitation
of this approach is that it assumes a priori that a Lang
isotherm model is valid[1,4–8]. It is therefore imperativ
to follow the estimations of the Langmuir coefficient w
probe nonlinear chromatographic experiments to vali
the original assumption. In a previous publication[6] we
analyzed the application of HRM for predicting isothe
data for a protein-salt system in two micro-chromatogra
the micro open tubular system (�OTS) and the micro ope
parallel plata system (�OPPS).

Micro-systems have significant advantages over be
scale systems: faster analysis time, smaller dead vol
and lower sample consumption. The amount of sampl
quired is a critical parameter when studying analytes
as biomolecules or isomers, which are expensive, an
many cases, not commercially available[8]. The presen
publication compares the performance of the�OPPS to a
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conventional packed column as tools for predicting isotherm
data.

2. Theory

2.1. The�OPPS model

A schematic representation of the�OPPS is shown in
Fig. 1a. A detailed description of the mathematical model
employed to simulate the performance of the�OPPS is de-
scribed elsewhere[10,11]. Briefly, adsorption of the solute
is assumed to take place on the side surfaces of the channel,
while the top and bottom surfaces are assumed to be inac-
tive. With these assumptions, the dimensionless mass bal-
ance equation for a single solute and the phase ratio (φ) in
the�OPPS are[6,10]:
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In order to use the same values of the Langmuir parameters
for the simulations of the�OPPS and packed column,φPacked
was defined as follows:

φPacked= ρbas

ε
(5)

2.3. H-root method equations

For detailed information about HRM or the HTT the reader
is referred to the literature[1,3–6,14–16]. Briefly, HRM cal-
culates the Langmuir parameters (Eq.(6)) of the analytes
from their chromatographic response.

q∗
i = VmiKmiCi

1 + ∑nc
j=1KmjCj

= aiCi

1 + ∑nc
j=1KmjCj

(6)

HRM consists of two main parts: linear elution experiments
to calculate the linear isotherm coefficientai (Eq. (6)), and
nonlinear frontal experiments to calculate the competitive
interference parameterKmi (Eq. (6)). The HRM equations
for the conventional packed column and the�OPPS were
developed previously[4–6]. The linear isotherm coefficient,
ai , is calculated by employing the retention time (TR) of the
linear elution peaks:
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a ine
here the 12/7 factor in Eq.(1) is the result of adapting th
elocity profile of the original publication (which was d
eloped for an elliptical cross section) to a rectangular c
ection[12].

.2. The conventional packed column model

A schematic representation of the conventional pa
olumn is shown inFig. 1b. A numerical model was deve
ped to simulate the performance of a conventional pa
olumn using the algorithm proposed by Phillips et al.[13].
he reader is referred to the original publication for det
he dimensionless mass balance equations for a single
ithin the packed column are:
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ig. 1. Schematic representation of�OPPS (a) and conventional pack
olumn (b).
i =
(

TR,i

T0
− 1

)
1

φ
(7)

he coefficientsKmi are calculated by employing the fron
olumn capacity factor (Ki) and the linear elution capac
actor (ki) [6,10]. Sub-indices 1 ton represent the analyt
n order of their decreasing column retention. A systemn
quations, formed by Eqs.(8) and (9), is solved in order t
alculate the interference parametersKmi [5].

n

i=1

(
KmiCFi

(ki/Kn) − 1

)
− 1 = 0 (8)

n∑
i=1

(
KmiCFi

Kj+1ki/(Kjkj+1) − 1

)
− 1 = 0,

(1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1) (9)

. Numerical simulations

Simulations were performed in order to test the po
ial of the�OPPS and conventional packed column with
RM for predicting isotherm data under different ope

ng conditions. The flow chart for obtainingai andKmi by
mploying the numerical simulators is included elsew

6]. The protein-salt system selected was Conalbumin (C
nd NaCl, exchanging on PAE resin (a polyethyleneim
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Table 1
Parameters used for isotherm predictions

Solute D (cm2/s)a MW (g/mol)a Km (cm3/�mol)b a (cm)b

NaCl 2.0× 10−5 58.43 70.8 7.08× 10−3

Conalbumin 5.94× 10−7 80,000 228.8 1.92× 10−2

a Obtained form Tyn and Gusek[17].
b Obtained from Raje[18].

coated, silica-based weak anion exchanger). The experimen-
tal Langmuir parameters, diffusion coefficients and molec-
ular weights are summarized inTable 1. Linear elution and
nonlinear frontal simulations were carried out for CON using
NaCl as the modulating salt. Simulations were performed for
the �OPPS and the packed column by varying the parame-
tersPei andφ. The simulation parameters used are shown in
Table 2, unless otherwise stated. FromTable 2it can be seen
that there is a difference of 5–6 orders of magnitude in sample
consumption (VF) between the�OPPS and the packed col-
umn. It has to be noted that due to the dissimilarity between
these two chromatographic systems, thestandardoperating
conditions (i.e. those used in practice) for each system are sig-
nificantly different. Additionally, it can be seen fromTable 2
that the sample concentration and sample volumes used for
the linear elution simulations (in both the packed column and
the�OPPS) are much lower than those used for the frontal
nonlinear simulations.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Prediction of linear isotherms

The coefficientai is calculated from data obtained di-
r (

and phase ratio (φ) are parameters expected to affect the
accuracy of the estimation ofai in both chromatographic
systems.Pe is directly related to band spreading andφ

measures the column capacity. Higher deviations in pre-
dicting ai are expected at higherPe [6] or lower φ [4,5].
Shown in Fig. 2a are the experimental and the predicted
linear isotherms obtained as a function ofPe andφ in the
�OPPS.Pewas varied by varyingvavg, andφOPPSwas var-
ied by varyingb. From the figure it can be observed that
the isotherms are accurately predicted; the average devi-
ations in predictedaCON for the variations studied were
only 4%. The packed column has a higher efficiency than
that of the �OPPS, due to it much higherφ. Shown in
Fig. 2b are experimental and predicted linear isotherms ob-
tained in the packed column as functions ofPe andφ: the
deviations in predictingaCON were very close to 0%.Pe
was changed by varyingvavg, and φPacked by varying as.
While the packed column was found to give more accurate
predictions than the�OPPS, it is noted that the isotherm
predictions obtained with the�OPPS are sufficiently ac-
curate considering that they are within the usual error bar
of most experimental measurements of isotherms. Also,
notably this prediction is obtained in the�OPPS with a
sample size that is approximately 5 orders of magnitude
(Table 2) lower than the amount consumed in the packed
column.
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able 2
imulation parameters used for the linear elution and nonlinear fronta

arameter Packed column

ross section rC (cm) 0.23

ength (cm) 25.0

acking parameters ε (dimensionless) 0.60
as (cm2/g) 1× 10
ρb (g/cm3) 0.45

F (�mol/cm3) Linear simulations 0.000
Nonlinear simulations 0.05

F (cm3) Linear simulations 0.125
Nonlinear simulations 12.5

avg (cm/s) 0.25–1.50

cNaCl (s−1)a 0.1010

cCON (s−1)a 0.1515
a Obtained from Raje and Pinto[19].
ations.

�OPPS

b (�m) 10–30
d (�m) 10–30

3.0

NA
05

Linear simulations 0.0001
Nonlinear simulations 0.05

Linear simulations 1.2× 10−7–1.1× 10−6

Nonlinear simulations 3.6× 10−5–3.2× 10−4

0.001–0.015

NA

NA
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Fig. 2. Experimental and predicted linear isotherms for the protein Conal-
bumin as functions ofPeandφ: (a) in the�OPPS; (b) in the packed column.

4.2. Prediction of nonlinear isotherms

In order to predict the interference coefficient (Kmi ), it
was necessary to simulate frontal injections of the protein
at the salt concentration of interest. It is noted that the se-
lection of operating conditions is crucial in the prediction of
Kmi [4–6]. Compared inFig. 3a are the experimental and
predicted nonlinear isotherms obtained with the�OPPS as
functions ofPe and φOPPS. Within the range of operating
conditions studied, both parameters had only a small effect
on the accuracy of the predictions. The average deviations
in predictingKmCON as a function ofPeandφOPPSwere 3%
and 6%, respectively. When a short column length (L= 3 cm),
equal to that of the�OPPS, was utilized for a conventional
packed column, the isotherm coefficients were predicted with
lower accuracy than with the�OPPS[10]. However, when
the packed column length is increased the accuracy improves.
Shown inFig. 3b is a comparison of the predicted and ex-
perimental isotherms in a 25 cm column. Excellent results
are obtained, and the average deviations in predictingKmCON

were only 1%. In conclusion, when high accuracy is re-
quired in estimating the nonlinear coefficient, the packed
column is superior. However, if available sample volume is
a limitation, the�OPPS can be used to great advantage for
estimations.

Fig. 3. Experimental and predicted nonlinear isotherms for the protein
Conalbumin as functions ofPeandφ: (a) in the�OPPS; (b) in the packed
column.

5. Conclusions

The chromatography based H-root method was utilized to
predict adsorption isotherms (Type I, Langmuir) for the pro-
tein Conalbumin using the salt NaCl as modulator. The per-
formance of the�OPPS and a conventional packed column
were simulated. The accuracy of the isotherm predictions
obtained with both chromatographic systems was evaluated
as a function ofPeandφ. The results show that it is possi-
ble to predict accurate isotherm data with both, micro and
bench-scale systems. In general, better accuracy in isotherm
predictions was obtained with the packed column, due to its
much higherφ. Nevertheless, under the appropriate operating
conditions (lowPe, high φ), good isotherm predictions can
be obtained with the�OPPS as well. A significant advantage
of the�OPPS is much lower sample consumption, approx-
imately 5–6 orders of magnitude lower. Thus, when sample
volumes are limited, the�OPPS provides an attractive alter-
native for obtaining good estimates of isotherms parameters.

6. Nomenclature

List of symbols
a Langmuir affinity coefficient (linear isotherm coef-

ficient) (cm),ai =Vm Km
i i
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as packing surface area per unit mass (cm2/g)
b microchannel half width (cm)
C solute concentration in the mobile phase

(�mol/cm3)
CF feed concentration (�mol/cm3)
d microchannel half depth (cm)
D diffusion/dispersion coefficient (cm2/s)
k linear elution column capacity factor (dimension-

less),ki = (TR,i −T0)/T0
K frontal capacity factor (dimensionless),

Ki = (TRF,i −T0)/T0
kc overall effective mass-transfer coefficient (s−1)
Km Langmuir competitive interference coefficient

(cm3/�mol)
L column length (cm)
nc number of components
Pe Peclet number (dimensionless),Pei = (vavgL)/Di

q average concentration of solute in the stationary
phase (�mol/cm2)

q* equilibrium concentration of solute in the stationary
phase (�mol/cm2)

rC packed column radius (cm)
St Stanton number (dimensionless)Sti = (kciL)/vavg
t time (s)
T0 holdup time (s)
T
T
v

V
V
X nel

x
Y nel

y
Z nel

z

G
�
φ

φPacked phase ratio in the packed column (cm−1)
φPacked =ρbas/ε

θX dimensionless time along the microchannel width,
θX,i = (vavgb

2)/DiL

θZ dimensionless time along the microchannel depth,
θZ,i = (vavgd

2)/DiL

ρb bed density (g/cm3)
τ dimensionless time along the microchannel length,

τ = (vavgt)/L
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